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1: Forensic Architecture. (2016-18). Traces of Bedouin inhabitation. Digital point-cloud 
model overlaid on historical aerial photographs. [Online] Source: forensicarchitecture.org 

2: Renzo Piano. (2013-18). Model of Emergency Children’s Surgery Centre. Plastic 
Architectural model. (1x0.3m) 
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I will compare two architectural models which both exemplify the notion 
that architecture as a discipline has a wider societal application than is 
generally preconceived. The first object, entitled ‘Traces of Bedouin 
Inhabitation’, is a modern model displayed over historical aerial 
photographs of the Negev desert in Israel. This was created as part of an 
ongoing project called ‘Ground Truth’1 by Forensic Architecture, a group led 
by Eyal Weizman based at Goldsmiths University London. I discovered this 
display at Forensic Architecture’s contribution to the 2018 Turner Prize 
exhibition at the Tate Britain2. I chose this because its political application, 
helping Bedouin land rights claims against the Israeli government, 
demonstrated how architecture can be a tool to fight oppressive power. The 
second object is a set of terrain and elevation models by Renzo Piano 
(RPBW) planning the Emergency Children’s Surgery Centre in Uganda in 
partnership with Studio Tamassociati and EMERGENCY. I found this at the 
‘Renzo Piano: the Art of Making Buildings’ exhibition at the Royal Academy3. 
Initially being drawn to the exhibition by name recognition, this piece stood 
out to me above his more famous buildings such as the Shard or the 
Pompidou Centre because it too used architecture as a means to promote 
a social movement for people in need. Rather than supporting legal 
challenges, Piano’s cause is to promote quality healthcare for free in Africa, 
and produced the more tangible outcome of a building.  

  

                                         
1 Forensic architecture. (2018). Ground truth: Testimonies of dispossession, 
destruction, and return in the naqab/negev. Retrieve from https://www.forensic-
architecture.org/case/ground-truth/ [Accessed 22nd October 2018] 
2 Tate. (2018). Tate Britain Exhibition: Turner Prize 2018. Retrieve from 
https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/exhibition/turner-prize-2018 [Accessed 
22nd October 2018] 
3 Royal Academy of Arts. (2018). RA: Renzo Piano- The Art of Making Buildings. Retrieved 
from https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/exhibition/renzo-
piano?gclid=CjwKCAjwx7DeBRBJEiwA9MeX_OXiO1uL50KTs-PLTu-
uoCjcJLIsMEL8LjJIZFl3ggO9PnYGi274rRoCjXoQAvD_BwE [Accessed 22nd October 2018] 
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1: Forensic Architecture. (2016-18). Traces of Bedouin 
inhabitation. Digital point-cloud model printed onto 
Perspex overlaid on historical aerial photographs. 
(8x4m) 
 

4: Forensic Architecture. (2016-18). Traces of Bedouin 
inhabitation. Interactive point cloud model [online]. 
Source: naqab.org 

5: Renzo Piano. (2013-18). Model of Emergency 
Children’s Surgery Centre (Detail). Plastic Architectural 
model. (1x0.3m) 
  

6: Renzo Piano. (2013-18). South elevation, West 
elevation: Emergency Children’s Surgery Centre. 
Architectural elevation drawings (1.75x0.3m) 
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Forensic Architecture’s ‘Traces of Bedouin Inhabitation’ display includes a 
very precise 3D digital point-cloud model of the Negev desert as it is now, 
printed onto Perspex and overlaid on less detailed aerial photographs of the 
same area taken by the RAF in 1945. Aesthetically, the display has a lot of 
internal contrasting elements which makes a rather barren topographical 
map of a desert visually intriguing. The contrast of colour and black and 
white images makes the time distinction obvious and highlights the 
unfinished state of the digital model. Furthermore, the precision of the new 
model and lack of it in the older photographs becomes central to project 
‘Ground Truth’. The modern aerial photographs have been taken by locals 
to corroborate the fuzzier details of the pre-1948 Negev to prove multi-
generational Bedouin ownership of the land4. The piece encourages us to 
extrapolate a lot from these details, labelled in the display for added 
emphasis. The set of models for the ‘Emergency Children’s Surgery Centre’ 
are similarly meticulous and accompanied by copious explanations. Their 
appearance is strikingly different however, trying to convey the natural 
element to the planned building. I found they lacked the forensic exactness 
of the other display, instead opting for a human touch, which maintained 
elegance, but was overtly practical and tactile. This was implied by the 
crude use of chalk to map out the terrain contours, a plain green plastic 
sheet to represent the surrounding trees, and simply built load-bearing 
walls; all done in a pleasantly uncomplicated fashion. Also regarding 
presentation, Forensic Architecture’s piece is displayed on a huge scale 
(8x4m) to convey how massive their undertaking is, and to blow up the 
map so viewers can examine the important details. In contrast, Renzo 
Piano’s modelled building had a rather understated aesthetic. Perhaps 
owing to a love for the underdog, this drew it to my attention above the 
grandeur of Piano’s other projects on show. Others have disagreed 5 , 
arguing that the models exhibited don’t do Piano’s buildings justice and that 
the written analysis is overdone, but I believe that the model’s modesty is 
justified given how much the project says theoretically, even when the 
exhibition room stifled its immediacy.  

                                         
4 Forensic architecture. (2018). Ground truth: Testimonies of dispossession, 
destruction, and return in the naqab/negev. Retrieve from https://www.forensic-
architecture.org/case/ground-truth/ [Accessed 22nd October 2018] 
5  Timeout. (2018). Renzo Piano: the Art of Making Buildings Review. Retrieved from 
https://www.timeout.com/london/art/renzo-piano-the-art-of-making-buildings-review 
[Accessed 22nd October 2018] 
Culture Whisper. (2018). Renzo Piano exhibition, Royal Academy. Retrieved from 
https://www.culturewhisper.com/r/design/renzo_piano_exhibition_london/10847 
[Accessed 22nd October 2018] 
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7: Forensic Architecture. (2016-18/ 2010). Traces of Bedouin inhabitation/ 
Demolition off Al-Araqib village, Naqab, Israel. Interactive point cloud model/ 
photograph. [Online] Source: naqab.org 

 

 

 

8: EMERGENCY. (2017). Manifesto for a Human 
Rights based medicine. Accompanying project 
intentions in magazine format. 
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The purpose of Forensic Architecture’s model is to contribute evidence to legal 
claims made by Al-Uqbi of Al-Araqib, a village destroyed over 130 times in the 
last 70 years, that the Israeli government is unlawfully displacing them from 
their homes by force. As the Columbia University Centre for Palestine Studies 
points out, the blatant disregard for the indigenous Bedouin land rights to the 
region by the Israeli government has manifested itself in obscured satellite 
imagery, ‘labyrinthine legal logic’ and land reclamation with ‘intensive 
afforestation’ to prevent Bedouins from returning 6 . The cause that Eyal 
Weizman and his team are fighting for is a very real and pressing one. But one 
critic7 argues there is only so much this work can do; “While some of Forensic 
Architecture’s projects have attained a measure of justice, many are more 
historical documentation than legal evidence.” This disheartening truth is only 
the case to an extent. I think exhibiting this project and promoting the 
interactive model online, Forensic Architecture can raise awareness of these 
problems to the international public, whilst their specialist work has already 
done a service to those victims “who are often denied the technological tools 
of justice”8. Likewise, Renzo Piano’s name and this recent exhibition at the RA 
has given great exposure for EMERGENCY’s work, especially considering the 
receptive demographic of the paid exhibition art consuming public. It is clear 
that Renzo Piano’s own philosophy speaks to the EMERGENCY project in Uganda 
when he said “Making buildings is a civic gesture and social responsibility. I 
believe passionately that architecture is about making a place for people to come 
together and share values.”9 In one interview10, he articulated his gesture is to 
apply his skills as a world renowned architect to a good cause. The idea behind 
the surgery, as outlined in a ‘Manifesto’ exhibited with the models, is to kickstart 
a positively revolutionary movement for quality and easy-access healthcare 
across Africa. In this sense, the two projects employ architecture in very similar 
ways to tackle larger societal issues, but their outcomes are clearly different. 
Renzo Piano’s rather instinctive approach is to build a beautiful structure and 
social space. This is more practical than abstract like Weizman’s work, but 
arguably holds a priceless symbolic meaning for the cause.   

                                         
6 Columbia University Centre for Palestine Studies. (2018). Exhibition- Ground Truth: 
Testimonies of Destruction and Return in Al-Araqib. Retrieved from 
https://centerforpalestinestudies.squarespace.com/events-fall-2018/ground-truth 
[Accessed 22nd October 2018] 
7 Adam Rothstein. (2017). Under the Microscope. New Scientist, 3142 (September 2017). 
Available at https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23531420-900-how-to-make-right-
state-wrongs/  
8 Adam Rothstein. (2017). Under the Microscope. New Scientist, 3142 (September 2017).  
9 The Shard. (2018) Renzo Piano at the Royal Academy of Arts. Retrieved from 
https://www.the-shard.com/news/renzo-piano-ra/ [Accessed 22nd October 2018] 
10 Financial Times. (2018) Maestro of the Urban Skyline. Retrieved from [Accessed 22nd 
October 2018] 
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9: Arial Caine and Forensic Architecture. (2016). A kite 
camera. Photograph. Source: urbannext.net 

 

10: Forensic Architecture. (2016). Photogrammetry 
process. Screenshot. Source: forensicarchitecture.org 

 

11: Forensic Architecture. (2016). Stone house of Ibn Bari/ Well of Sh’chade Abu 
Siam. 3D interactive point-cloud model. Source: forensicarchitecture.org 

11: Renzo Piano Building Workshop. (2013-18). 
Wall material model. Sample model. 
 

11: Renzo Piano Building Workshop. (2013-18). 
Emergency Children’s Surgery Centre. Digital 
rendered drawing of proposed building.  
Source: en.emergency.it 
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The two pieces also diverge in the materials and processes used. Piano’s 
physical models are simply made of plastic with some accompanying earth 
wall samples, whilst Forensic Architecture uses a very sophisticated 
photogrammetry technique to create their digital model. There are however, 
interesting underlying similarities in processes arising from the practical 
problems the two designers faced. Forensic Architecture didn’t have access 
to detailed satellite imagery and weren’t allowed access to Israeli airspace, 
so came up with a rather ingenious DIY aerial photography system using 
kites with cameras in bottles led across the terrain by locals11. With the help 
of Public Lab, Zochrot and al-Araqib locals, their ‘civic satellite’ documents 
the Negev and the images are then “assembled through photogrammetry 
into stacked geo-referenced 3D point-cloud photo terrains.” 12  The 
technology was a result of the restrictive conditions they encountered; 
much like Renzo Piano’s use of traditional African building materials such as 
rammed earth walls for the Emergency Children’s Surgery Centre. This 
decision was done on an efficiency basis, to save construction costs and use 
its heat retention properties for a greener building, but also for cultural 
reasons13. By choosing the method used by locals for their own homes, 
Piano could employ local labourers’ skills to build the hospital they would 
benefit from, and would aid the symbolic importance of the centre as 
something distinctively and positively African. I found that the models Piano 
displayed aptly conveyed the methods he was planning on using; one 
focused on the photovoltaic roof, which the designers have called ‘the sun 
for a ceiling’, that demonstrated “a spatial continuum between interior and 
exterior”.14  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         
11 Naqab. (2016). Ground Truth- Destruction and return in al-Araqib: Method. Retrieved 
from  [Accessed on 22nd October 2018] 
12 Forensic architecture. (2018). Ground truth: Testimonies of dispossession, 
destruction, and return in the Naqab/Negev. Retrieve from https://www.forensic-
architecture.org/case/ground-truth/ [Accessed 22nd October 2018] 
13EMERGENCY. (2017) Entebe Centre of Excellence in Pediatric Surgery. Retrieved from 
https://en.emergency.it/projects/uganda-entebbe-paediatric-surgery-centre/ [Accessed on 
22nd October 2018] 
14 Renzo Piano Building Workshop. (2013). Emergency Children’s Surgery Centre. Retrieved 
from http://www.rpbw.com/project/emergency-childrens-surgery-center [Accessed on 
22nd October 2018] 
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“An architect’s role… is ‘not to change the 
world [but] to materialize [social] change’ 

through buildings.”- Renzo Piano15 

 

“[The post-truth] reality makes it essential for 
a group of critical scholars, architects, lawyers 

and artists to do something that could be 
considered counter-intuitive only a few years 

ago: to fight for facts, verification and 
establishing truths in the face of denial.”- Eyal 

Weizman16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         
15 Financial Times. (2018) Maestro of the Urban Skyline. Retrieved from 
https://www.ft.com/content/e407fef8-b96a-11e2-bc57-00144feabdc0 [Accessed 22nd 
October 2018] 
16 Frieze. (2018) ‘I’d rather lose prizes and win cases’: an interview with Eyal Weizman of 
Turner Prize-nominated Forensic Architecture. Retrieved from https://frieze.com/article/id-
rather-lose-prizes-and-win-cases-interview-eyal-weizman-turner-prize-nominated-forensic 
[Accessed 22nd October 2018] 
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In summary, the two pieces vary significantly in how they apply 
architectural methods to problems, but both do this for the same reason, a 
greater social good. Forensic Architecture’s display was a meticulously 
compiled set of details, whereas Renzo Piano’s models are regarded as more 
tangible and human. Labelling the former as cold and inhuman does it an 
injustice however, because its core is derived from photos taken by locals; 
it is a people-orientated project. This theme of forensic precision versus 
basic building techniques can also be seen in the technology used, but this 
time the two projects found a connection in their restrictive practical 
circumstances. What makes both pieces worthy of attention though, is their 
purpose. Through this lens I see the greatest distinction between the two, 
and arguably what made one more successful than the other. Although the 
Emergency Children’s Surgery Centre plans are a more practical solution to 
its problem, I think that Forensic Architecture’s ‘Traces of Bedouin 
Inhabitation’ display makes a more innovative statement about the broader 
capacity for the discipline to answer social problems. It showed me that 
architecture can help people in a way beyond building spaces with bricks 
and mortar.  
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